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BIG REVIEW 2019 

TRANSHUNGARY CROSSROAD 2018            Gabor Kreicsi 

On previous year I sent for my friends and to the BIG webpage my plan 
the climbs about all hungarian BIGs. One week for ten BIG s in Hungary 
include BIG hunting and all by bike stages. The participants were: 
Christian Le Corre, Christiaan Weytmans, Jean-Luc Le Tutour and Pierre 
Michel and me. Sometimes other cyclist came with us. 
 
14.09.2018. 
That day I traveled to Budapest Airport twice. First time Christian and 
Jean Luc have arrived without bikes and second time Pierre has arrived 
with his bike. Christiaan arrived to the accomodation (Göd) by his own 
car.  
 
15.09.2018. 
I picked up the four members with my bus and we traveled to Mátra 
mountains. We met with a BIG member György Domonkos and 
another cyclist at the foot of the climb Pásztó. György took the bus to 
the top no.: 851 Galyatető and we cycled together. During the cycling 

Pierre got bad 
news. His father 
died... We 
stopped and 
waited. After 
that we climbed 
together to the 
top. Pierre went 
by Gyorgy to 
Gyöngyös and 
took a taxi to 

Budapest 
Airport. Mean 
time we cycled 

the next BIG no.: 852 Kékestető. This is the highest point in Hungary. 
In the afternoon we arrived in Salgotarjan and took a holy mass 
memory for Raymond Michel. The accomodation was next to the 
Slovakian border and had a dinner in Slovakia. 
106 km and 1490 m  
 
16.09.2018. 
At the beginning of the day we climbed two NATaCHA climbs. After 
that began a very nice route close to the Slovakian border. Gabor 
Vincze came with us to the village of Cered. In Ózd we met Csaba Hollo-
Vasko and were cycling together to no.: 854 Felső-Borovnyák. It was a 
long distance to the top. Picked up the bus and traveled to Martonyi 
which is the foot of the no.: 967 Szár-hegy. The climb was during the 
sunset. I think this was the most difficult one from the ten hungarian 
BIGs. It was a beatiful moment  when we were at the top near to the 
TV tower in sunset. After a short downhill we had a tasty dinner in a 
private accomodation. It was a nice evening. 
109 km and 1400 m 
 
17.09.2018. 
We got a quiet night because the village’s population was very little, 
estimated around 400 people. First we need a transfer from Martonyi 
to Tarcal across Miskolc territory. There was a heavy traffic jam. First 
climb was no.: 968 Tokaji-hegy.  This is one of the ten hungarian BIGs 
where I have been lately (in 2001) on a time trial cycling race. (I 
achieved 4th place.) So after the climb we have seen a wonderful 
landscape. Continued the travel across Budapest to the foot of the no.: 
850 Dobogókő. Balazs Abraham connected to us. The first section 
there was a traffic jam, because at that time for many people the 
worktime ended. We were amaed on the top by the spectacle. We saw 

the river of Danube with several mountains. The accomodation was 
the same than the 
first day. This was the 
circle one and 
enjoyed a great 
dinner together. 
63 km and 1050 m 
 
18.09.2018. 
We did need a travel 
across the tumult in 
the morning in 
Budapest. Balazs 
Abraham joined our bus and traveled together to the foot of the no.: 
853 Pannonhalma. It was a short but nice climb. After that  we went 
away to Kőszeg. This town is the foot of the no.: 969 Hörmann-forrás. 
We checked in in our accomodation and went a circle in the Kőszegi’s 
mountains. It was a beatiful forest with low traffic. Other nice moment 
was that my schoolmate has connected.    47 km and 700 m 
 
19.09.2018. 
After some BIG hunting days it came an all by bike solution. Christan, 
Christaan and me 
cycled from 
accomodation to 
accomodation all 
by bike. Jean Luc 
and Balazs had a 
trip to Austria 
including two 
graveled BIGs 
(Sonnwendstein 
and Stuhleck) and 
traveled by bus to 
Tihany. So we 
had a long, nice, 
and very quiet journey. Two times we saw a stag. It was a magnificant 
moment when we made the Lake Balaton and climbed the abbey of 
Tihany no.: 970. 
156 km and 820 m 
 
20.09.2018. 
We had a nice feeling when the Sun shined near the Lake Balaton. 
After a great breakfast we traveled by ferry to the lake’s south side. 
From Balaton to Mecsek mountain we had severel climbs across in 
Somogy and Zselic hills. We enjoyed again the all bike style including 
nice landscapes. Before the Mecsek mountain we had a big lunch. 
After came a long climb and the last one was the no.: 855 Misina. Our 
accomodation was close to the top of the BIG so it was a mountain’s 
hotel. After a dinner I was a guider in evening’s sightseeing. Pécs is my 
favorite hungarian country.125 km and 1320 m 
 
21.09.2018. 
This day we traveled together to Göd. Christiaan went to Slovakia to 
the other BIG climbs, Christian and Jean Luc had a rest before 
sightseeing in Budapest, Balazs and me went home. 
I have organized 62 trips, lasting minimum two days, with minimum 
two members since 1994. The „Transhungary” was my second best 
from my organized trips. I’m waiting for you in Hungary for the Central 
Europe (H-SK-PL) offical meeting in 2025. 
 

 


